


On December 8, 2020, SFPD issued Unit Order 20-05, “District Station Captains 
Quarterly Meeting Identifying DPA Complaint Allegation Trends and Remedying 
Steps.”  The Order requires captains to review the quarterly trend analysis from the 
Henderson Report and compare the statistics with the previous quarter’s report.  The 
report is presented quarterly during the monthly captains' meeting to discuss any 
problematic issues identified.  SFPD proposed using the captains' meeting as the 
appropriate venue to address complaint trends under the recommendation in lieu of a 
CompStat meeting.  Cal DOJ and Hillard Heintze accepted this alternative meeting as 
substantially compliant with the recommendation because it achieves the same 
objective.  Captains are required to document their actions in quarterly captains’ 
memoranda, including exploring underlying causes of complaint trends, identifying 
possible solutions, documenting the implementation of solutions, and evaluating the 
success of measures taken.  The Field Operations Bureau Lieutenant will audit the 
quarterly memoranda each year to ensure captains’ compliance and will take corrective 
action if necessary.  As a result of the captains’ reviews of the Fourth Quarter 2020 
trends report, captains identified complaint trends and proposed remedies, including 
roll-call trainings regarding discourtesy and debriefs, body-worn camera inspections, 
and having training supervisors review certain Department General Orders.   
  
On May 15, 2019, SFPD published Department General Order (DGO) 2.04, Complaints 
Against Officers, outlining SFPD’s procedures for investigating and processing 
complaints against officers and describing the DPA procedures.  The Order establishes a 
Disciplinary Review Board that meets quarterly to examine inefficiencies, policy gaps, 
and protocols for the complaint system and discipline process.  The board consists of 
senior staff from SFPD, DPA and the Police Commission, including the Assistant Chief 
of Staff or designee from the Risk Management Office, the Deputy Chief of the 
Administration Bureau, and the Deputy Chief of the Field Operations Bureau. 
  
The first disciplinary review board meetings were intended to set up the parameters and 
processes of the board.  After an initial meeting on February 11, 2020, meetings were 
paused because of the Covid pandemic until September 30, 2020.  A third meeting to 
finalize the setup of the board was held on November 12, 2020, and the first official 
board meeting occurred on December 18, 2020.  Several issues from individual officer 
actions were raised by both IAD and DPA, including how firearms are handled at the 
range, how SFPD conducts searches at residences when only a juvenile is present, and 
how officers communicate with bystanders that are recording officers.  DPA 
recommended policy changes to address these issues.  IAD and DPA also identified 
complaint trends, including recurring issues with officers turning on body-worn cameras, 
search warrant issues, discourtesy, and interactions with limited English proficient 
individuals.  SFPD and DPA agreed to nine recommendations stemming from these 
trends, including SFPD exploring modifying the body-worn-camera policy to allow 
Sergeants to regularly audit body-worn-camera footage in incidents that do not involve 
the use of force, SFPD requiring officers who receive sustained discourtesy complaints 
to go to specific training to address discourtesy, and ensuring SFPD training teaches that 



officers should not question claims from individuals that they are limited English 
proficient.   
  
Based upon all the above, the California Department of Justice finds that SFPD is in 
substantial compliance with this recommendation.  Please let us know if you have any 
questions or would like to discuss further.  Thank you. 
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Finding #  65  The SFPD does not sufficiently analyze Office of Citizen Complaints reports and analyses 
of its complaints, investigations, and case dispositions.  

Recommendation # 665.2 The SFPD should raise district captains’ awareness of this information by requiring IAD to 
present a trends analysis report of DPA case activity, emerging issues, and concerns at 
CompStat meetings every quarter. 

 

Recommendation  Status  
 

Complete          PPartially Complete          In Prrogress 
Not Started       No Assessment  

Summary  

For compliance measure one, the SFPD has relied upon DPA provided statistics, known as the Henderson Report, since 
February 2019. This is shared on a weekly basis with Captains and command staff. A quarterly version of the report is 
formatted by the Business Intelligence Unit (BIU) into a graphical representation of trends. This went live in September 
2020 and is divided by watch, district and citywide categories and analysis of trends. It is to be distributed quarterly with 
Captains and Command Staff. The first release of this report occurred in November 2020, data supplied demonstrates 
continued sharing through March 2021. 
 
For compliance measure two, under Field Operations Bureau Order 20-05, the Captains of the districts are tasked with 
reviewing the data and providing a written report that addresses changes in trends and plans for mitigation for any 
identified problems.  
 
For compliance measure three, the department has made the decision to use the data at the quarterly Captain’s meeting 
as opposed to the CompStat meetings that were in operation at the time of this assessment. The department identifies 
that this forum is the equivalent of those prior meetings in that the command staff is present and the engagement and 
focus on the complaint trends will be the equivalent. The reviewers accept this modification. While this file was 
submitted ahead of the initial review meeting scheduled for the March 2021, the order identifies that the tasking under 
the bureau order has already initiated the review ahead of the March meeting. The review framework focuses on specific 
items and are delineated in the report. Given the work to date and the planned approach under the Bureau order, the 
department is complaint with the compliance measure. The additional support provided identifies that the meetings and 
process is working as intended. 
 
For compliance measure four, the tasking evident within the unit order which is specific as to the actions required. The 
response is required as part of the review at the quarterly captain’s meeting. The additional support provided identifies 
that the meetings and process is working as intended, and while early demonstrates a consistent focus and tasking.  
 
For compliance measure five, the unit order will suffice as evidence of a goal for ongoing improvement. The 
supplemental documentation provides a sense of the analysis to come. The minutes from the March meeting will provide 
the context for the department’s commitment to addressing the trends analysis of the complaints against SFPD officers. 
While this process is moving forward, it is early to identify ongoing improvement specifically. The policy and process 
considers this need and the approach – and given the initial start and analysis the department is compliant.   
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Compliance Measures Status/Measure Met  

1  Concurrent with Rec 65.1, share the analysis and trend information with 
District Captains.  Yes     No     N/A 

2  Task captains with addressing the trends and issues.   Yes     NNo      N/A  

3  Evaluate success of the measures to address complaint trends at CompStat 
meetings every quarter.  Yes     No     N/A 

 44 Evidence of tasking and response at the district level to the trends and issues.   Yes     NNo      N/A  

5  Continuous improvement loop.   Yes     NNo      N/A  

 

Administrative Issues  

 

 

Compliance IIssues 
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